
Transcribed interview with Gunter Mingus and Mike Huff at 
Willard Cemetery on September 26, 2013 

Gunter was the head grounds man for Willard 36 years. 
Information in italics was supplied by my interview with Mike Huff also a grounds 

worker at Willard who worked for Gunter. 
 

Speaking of Lawrence Mochi: 
He had a template that he laid on top of the grave.  He dug at least 3,000 graves. 
(Mike authenticated that idea as well). He used the template for a ladder too. The 
graves were 6 feet deep. They were as squared up as they could be. They were 
perfect. Then after the funeral he would fill them in. In the wintertime he would 
walk down in the old felt boots. We buried year round. We would bring up the 
jackhammer to get the frost off. In the late 70s we got a backhoe. We dug extra 
graves, 3 or 4 for every denomination. We filled them up with leaves and dirt after 
we dug down about 2 feet. We would use the jackhammer to outline the grave that 
Mochi was digging. He was a nice fella. I can picture him. 

Gunter pointed out to us where Mochi’s shack was and we were amazed that the 
footprint of his shack was right where we had an ecumenical prayer service in 
2011 with a rabbi, a priest and a protestant minister. During the service we had 
each taken a stone and placed it in a memorial pile, which we now realize was near 
or in the same spot as he cabin. His cabin was about a 10’ x10’. It had a wood 
stove in it. After the cemetery closed Gunter took the stove home and used it to 
heat his house for a few years. Then he donated it to the Romulus Historical 
Society. It was on the porch of the Historical Society when it was later stolen. Mike  
said he never knew Mochi, but he remembers seeing the remains of the cabin after 
it was burned. 

The wooded section (which is in the new Protestant area about half way into the 
section) was all cut down and ready to be replaced with pvc pipes and the concrete. 
But then the hospital closed. Those cast iron markers were never taken out and the 
trees all grew up around them in the last 20 years. The other cast iron markers were 
placed in the gully. Many are still in dirt piles along the gully on the north.  

The cast iron markers in the original section were under trees also and so they 
pulled all the trees out in the 90s and replaced 7 rows of the original cast iron 
markers. (Our committee has uncovered over 360 grave markers in the original 
cemetery that were the replaced markers in the 90s). At one time Gunter had all the 
records of the burials with rows and plot #s and the names in a book. At the time of 
the closing he turned them all in. He regrets that so much and wishes he had made 
a copy of everything. He did take photos of the buildings they tore down, both 



inside and out. He has them in a scrapbook. There was about a two-month 
transition time between when the guys from Willard still mowed and DOC moved 
in and everything disappeared. The pvc pipes go down about 3 feet. 

Gunter said they had experimented with concrete cinder blocks with numbers -
attached (they heaved and didn’t work out), porcelain markers (round with 
numbers on them, were chewed up by mowers), and then they went with the pvc 
pipe, concrete with the numbers on top. The concrete pillars designate the plots. 

They went through and put the tubes down first and then came down with the 
concrete and poured it in. We had the book with all the names and numbers so we 
knew what number to place on top.  

The new Jewish section contains pvc pipes with the concrete and markers on top.	  
Also buried there are Hebrew Bibles. They were given the same reverence as any 
of the burials. 

Every couple of years the graves would settle and we would come in and top them 
off with soil and grade them and plant grass. The boxes (caskets) were made right 
here. The last few years they bought particleboard boxes. The original plan was to 
have a big directional board here. There were plans to have a plaque with Catholic, 
Protestant, and Jewish marked on the different areas, but that was never done. The 
last few years we didn’t have that much help. We were mowing 230 acres, moving 
furniture and other things, so we did cemetery work in between. 

The original road was along the gulley down by the county road. The director back 
then was Dr. Keil and he always had parades up here for Memorial Day. They had 
trouble getting the fire trucks up so he wanted another road built. That’s how the 
road that is used today came to be. Gunter’s crew hauled truckload after truckload 
of stone for the roads that run through the cemetery. 

The Willard Hospital grounds were mowed by the patients when Gunter was the 
groundskeeper. There would be about 10 patients with an attendant and they used 
push mowers to mow. There were four crews. They had about 150 push mowers. 
They kept all the grass from the road to the other side of the sidewalk mowed. The 
patients were happy and outside and when night came they were tired and ready to 
go to bed. Because they had done you a favor we would give them an extra candy 
bar or chewing tobacco. 

Gunter worked on the wards for one year when he was a senior in high school. He 
worked nights from 4-12. At that time he had 64 patients by myself. In the North 
Wing (now torn down) there were 9 wards in that building. There was only one 



man per ward. We had to pass out the medications. Everyday I set up my desk 
before supper with the name cards and the medications and the patients would line 
up after dinner and I would give them their medications. Later on when Willard 
closed, the State homes had more employees than they had patients.  

When Gunter worked summers at Willard he recalls squashing tomatoes into #10 
cans before they were sealed. Vegetables were supplied to area hospitals 
(Rochester & Syracuse) since Willard had such a huge garden of food. 

Willard had its own milk, eggs, chickens, bakery, and cheese. They made their 
shoes and clothing here. They had a laundry. They had a large garden with 20 acres 
of tomatoes. They made everything and were self-sufficient. The patients were 
utilized to work in the different departments. It was a lot of help. 

Except for the iron markers in the original cemetery, the markers in the other 
sections were sold off for scrap metal. The ground crew did mark the graves north 
of the tree section. (We will work to uncover them in spring 2014) The graves on 
the south side of the tree section might have welded numbers or porcelain markers. 
First thing they did in the original section was to kill and cut down the trees and 
pull them out. Then Mike put up steel fence posts and ran a string between them 
and placed the stakes with numbers on them. They used an auger to cut the hole, 
dropped in the tube and filled it with concrete.  

The plot markers divided the sections. The original road came up the gully. It looks 
like an old railroad bed now. The plot markers are across the present road so we 
know it was not the original road. We actually found grave markers in the present 
road today. Mike found those graves in the road. They had no control over the past 
so at that time it was justifiable. Mike would be asked by a relative to help find the 
grave of someone. He could be within the right area, but he may be three graves 
off. Mike does not know where Mochi is buried.  OMH had the medical records to 
give us the plot number, # of the grave, and the year of death and Mike could find 
graves right and left just by walking on the grounds. In 1994 this cemetery looked 
like a golf course.  

The section of trees that contains iron markers was mowed down in 1992.The plan 
was to replace all these iron markers as an ongoing project, but the hospital closed 
before it could be done. Mike had a welding shop near the grounds people and he 
got tight with them. (We saw 7 turkeys on the grounds as we talked). 

There is a metal post north of the tree section that designates a grave with a brass 
number that was placed by a family from New York. Harriet Tubman’s relative,  
Thomas Elliot, has a concrete marker in this general area also. Another patient 



was found in the tree section marked by a tree that is cut down to a 4 foot height. 
His marker may be #27 The family was able to legally find out where this relative 
was buried in 2004. Mike helped them locate it. He also found a former Barnum 
and Bailey clown that is buried in this tree section. His number may be #33. 

The last burial, when the Psych Centerwas still in operation, was in 1995. It was 
an 8 week- old infant. The last burial was in 2000. This patient was in Elmira after 
Willard closed and he requested to be buried at Willard Cemetery when he died. 
He was a tailor. He is buried in the new Catholic section in the last row and last 
number (possibly #31).He had a metal coffin. Every burial had a full religious 
service. Even the Bibles that were buried in the new Jewish section by the grounds 
people were given a service .We also buried a cadaver and lab slides that were 
found in the buildings. Even they were prayed for. 

The new Jewish section is northeast of the concrete block and metal marker in that 
area. (look on the map). The new Catholic is completely remarked (south east 
corner of the cemetery). It was done at the end of 1992 beginning of 1993. The old 
Catholic is not marked. There is a Navy veteran who died in the 1980 who is 
buried in the new Catholic section. He does have a marker. His name is Cushing. 
Mike would come to put a flag on his grave every Memorial Day. Mike met 
Cushing’s son and showed him where his father was buried. The bodies are buried 
north/south in the new Catholic section. One family came to claim their relative for 
the family vault almost a year after their relative died. It was necessary to find the 
glass vial behind the neck of the body for identification purposes. In later years the 
burials boxes were made of particleboard. We were burying two years after 
Willard closed. We maintained this site up to the day of closure. After OMH 
assumed ownership. They mowed twice a month, then once a month. It is now 
mowed for Memorial Day. 

The old Catholic section had an area that was terraced and called the Golden 
Stairway. It was planted with marigolds. Greenhouse and Willard provided the 
flowers for the Golden Stairway. Bulldozers and other machinery later smoothed it 
out. There are natural springs in that area. OMH had considered making a 
parking lot in that area. Mike advises against that because of the springs.  

East of the Civil War soldiers about 40 yards, then north 20 more yards, we found 
the grave of Mary “Rote”. Her marker reads Mary Meekler. She was the first 
patient who arrived at Willard in 1870. 

Mike advises us to keep the project basic and simple. He says we will overwhelm 
ourselves with the task .  



Mike remembers seeing the old glass hearses when he was a kid. They 
disappeared. There are pictures of them. 

The ward people would always go to the service for the burial. Some were very 
moving. Workers would speak about the people at the gravesite. Most of the 
patients were wards of the state and that’s why they are buried here. 

 

 


